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Perth Festival acknowledges the Noongar people who continue to practise
their values, language, beliefs and knowledge on their kwobidak boodjar.
They remain the spiritual and cultural birdiyangara of this place and we honour
and respect their caretakers and custodians and the vital role Noongar people
play for our community and our Festival to flourish.
Acknowledgment developed by Associate Artist Kylie Bracknell with support from Perth Festival’s Noongar Advisory Circle
(Vivienne Binyarn Hansen, Mitchella Waljin Hutchins, Carol Innes, Barry McGuire, Richard Walley OAM & Roma Yibiyung Winmar)

SYNOPSIS
One willing audience member, ‘the player’, wakes in a hospital with amnesia. Their job is to find clues and uncover the mystery aided
and abetted by an ensemble of actors and audiences members playing characters, bit parts and cameos. In this theatrical role playing
game‘the player’ becomes the star of a film created live and shown on screens above the stage. Our hero’s journey is sculpted through
an action-packed interactive narrative that changes with every choice ‘the player’ makes.

CREDITS
Co-Directors Arielle Gray (She/Her), Wyatt Nixon-Lloyd (He/Him),
Tim Watts (He/Him)
Creative Ensemble Gita Bezard (She/Her), Chris Isaacs (He/Him),
Edyll Ismail (She/Her), Jo Morris (She/Her), Alicia Osyka (She/Her),
Isha Sharvani (She/Her), Cameron Taylor (He/Him)
Set & Costume Designer Tyler Hill (He/Him)
Design Assistant (Set & Props) Amalia Lambert (She/Her)

Composer Rachel Claudio (She/Her)
Gaming Dramaturg Brett Cullen (He/Him)
Gadget Designer Anthony Watts (He/him)
Technical Consultant Steve Berrick (He/Him)
Production Manager & Lighting Consultant Alexander
Spartalis (He/Him)

Design Assistant (Costume) Danielle Chilton (She/Her)

Stage Manager Breanna Evangelista (She/Her)

Sound Designer George Ashforth (He/Him)

Producer Siân Roberts (She/Her)

Sound Consultant & Mentor Ben Collins (He/Him)
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KEY THEMES
WHISTLEBLOWING & EXPOSING CORRUPTION
Whistleblower looks at exposing truths for society’s gain.
When is it OK to ‘dob’? Chat with a friend about a recent scandal in the news and whether you thought
going public was the right thing to do.

IMMERSIVE & INTERACTIVE THEATRE
Whistleblower is a community of audience, crew and performers working together for one person’s experience.
Have you experienced anything like this before? Imagine what it would be like being at the centre of a real life
Choose-Your-Own-Adventure. Is this like playing a video game in real life?

COMBINING FILM & PERFORMANCE
The audience will be watching a live movie made for them onstage.
What have you always wanted to know about making film? Watch some behind the scenes videos from film sets
online to get a feel for things. Maybe it is special effects, stunts or camera angles you are interested in?

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
READ this short article examining the link between video games and live theatre here:
theguardian.com/technology/2014/may/20/how-theatre-is-taking-its-cue-from-video-games
Do you play video games? What draws you in? Or what keeps you away?

WATCH the trailer for The Last Great Hunt’s last show, Lé Nør here:
thelastgreathunt.com/lenor
What did you notice about the placement of cameras on stage?
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Q & A WITH CREATOR
WYATT NIXON-LLOYD
How did you get to work on this project? Was it your idea?
Yes, I’m a genius artist and poet! Tim and Arielle had very little to do with it. I’m responsible for all the good bits in the show. Tim and
Arielle helped somewhat.
As a company we’ve always been fascinated by audience interactive pieces, starting with our show Pollyanna in 2012, which gave every
audience member a unique character. Then in our show Monroe & Associates (2015), the single audience member had a lot of control
over the storyline. So this show is kind of a big culmination of what we learned on those ones.

What’s been your favourite part of the making process so far, and why?
Incorporating design. Being able to build a physical space to make our dreams a reality has been challenging and rewarding.

What’s been the most difficult part of the making process so far, and why?
COVID! Making an interactive show … we’re very lucky to make any show at all, but this version of the show has less audience interaction
because of the very real danger of COVID-19. We have cut lots of scenes we wanted to have in it because they weren’t COVID-safe for the
audience. Plus, the creative team has been scattered all across the country this year, so we have had to find new ways of developing the
show without everyone in the same physical space all the time.

Are there any other artists, companies or works that have been an inspiration for this work?
Yes! Fuerza Bruta is a show we keep coming back to referencing. Plus Punchdrunk’s Sleep No More was an immersive show that had a big
global impact. A Midnight Visit is an Australian immersive show that is based on the works of Edgar Allen Poe. Oh, and a really great show in
Sydney called Art Heist!
We’ve also looked at escape rooms and a show we saw in Edinburgh called Office Party was a big influence on Pollyanna.
Video game design has been an interesting influence in this show’s development: Portal and Portal 2, plus the amazing Stanley Parable were
reference points for us.

What are you hoping the audience experiences when they see this work?
We are fascinated by the concept of play, to create an environment where people feel excited, challenged and rewarded by playing with
each other. We want the audience to explore concepts of truth and perspective, people who make great personal sacrifices in this postcurated information age. Please keep that last phrase in, it makes me sound really smart.

Why did you want to make this work?
It’s the most ambitious version of interacting with an audience and encouraging play we’ve done yet. We’ve been talking about it since 2012
and it’s finally happening!

How has it changed from the first idea to where it is now? Why did those changes happen?
Some changes were just because of reality – COVID, budgets, time. But the best changes, and the most exciting, are the ones we where we
realised we were getting closer and closer to getting to where the audience are in charge of the story.
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BEFORE THE SHOW
WHISTLEBLOWING
Whistleblowing is the term used when a person passes on information concerning wrongdoing, such as
corruption or harassment. They could be exposing illegal, unsafe, unethical or fraudulent activities.

WATCH this TED talk by documentary maker Kelly Richmond on how whistleblowers have shaped our
history here:
ted.com/talks/kelly_richmond_pope_how_whistle_blowers_shape_history?language=en

READ this article about the Australian government’s relationship with current whistleblowers here:
canberratimes.com.au/story/6827655/when-the-government-prosecutes-whistleblowers-it-issending-a-message/

READ this article that influenced The Last Great Hunt during the process of making Whistleblower here:
theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/aug/10/witness-k-and-the-outrageous-spy-scandal-thatfailed-to-shame-australia

DISCUSS what you would do if you saw someone doing the wrong thing for personal gain.
Would you alert the authorities?
Say if a footballer was tanking games they were betting on?
What if they were paying you part of the proceeds? Would this change things?
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ATTENDING LIVE PERFORMANCE
Live performance involves performers acting and interacting in real time, before your eyes. The audience is
active in the way they view the performance: the performers on stage can hear and see you and your reactions
and behaviour can contribute to, disrupt or disturb their performance. The audience can have a big influence
on the energy, pace and vibe of the actors and the performance as a whole. Here’s how you can help:

BE ON TIME
The show will start promptly, so leave heaps of time to find the venue and go to the toilet. Latecomers will not
be admitted until an appropriate break in the show, and for many shows you won’t be let in if you arrive late
or leave the theatre during the show.

THINGS WE WANT TO HEAR ...
Live performance is energised by positive audience reactions – laugh when it’s funny, cry when
it’s sad and applaud at the end.

... AND THINGS WE DON’T
Food wrappers and plastic packets make a lot of noise. It is generally accepted that the audience
does not eat during a performance.
Mobile phones must be switched off (not on vibrate). If your phone rings during a performance, it
can be very embarrassing for you and very distracting for the performers. Even silently messaging
is not cool, because the glow of the screen is off-putting for performers and audiences.
Chatting and whispering during the show is annoying for other audience members and can be
very distracting for performers.

PHOTOGRAPHS
We love seeing you at Festival events. Take photos in the foyer when you arrive or after the show, and tag us
using @PerthFest and #PerthFest, or re-post our stories with your hot takes, we love it!
Taking photos, videos or audio recordings is not allowed in the shows though. This is because of copyright
issues of the designs and because of the whole distracting thing.
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AFTER THE SHOW
IMMERSIVE THEATRE
How did you feel about watching an audience member become the main character in Whistleblower?
What was different about the way you responded to the performances?
Did you feel like you were more or less invested in what happened?
Immersive theatre is a form of contemporary performance that usually includes elements of site-specific,
improvisational, interactive/participatory theatre. Immersion of the spectator in the drama is a key factor.
The actor-audience relationship is altered significantly – the separation between performer and spectator in the
traditional theatre arrangement is removed so that the boundaries between actor and audience are blurred.

WATCH this short video about immersive theatre around the world here:
youtu.be/_C5i6vy3Lyw
CREATE a short five-minute immersive performance for one audience member to
experience. Look at the setting you are in carefully – there must be consistency in
the world you have created.
What clues do you need to provide so that they know who they are in this new world?
READ some pro tips about creating immersing experiences here:
medium.com/immersive-and-transformational-experience-design/lessons-from-amasterclass-at-punchdrunk-fe083350b358

A very famous immersive theatre show called Sleep No More was made nine years ago by Punchdrunk and until
COVID-19 was still running in New York City.

LISTEN to the director Felix Barrett talk through the design of Sleep No More here:
theguardian.com/stage/audioslideshow/2014/apr/15/the-drowned-manpunchdrunk-felix-barrett-temple-studios-audio-slideshow
EXPLORE behind the scenes of Sleep No More here:
youtu.be/rtOIPTOozjk
WATCH examples of Punchdrunk’s work here:
theatrecrafts.com/pages/home/topics/forms-of-theatre/immersive-theatre/

The Last Great Hunt had a video game consultant as part of their team to make Whistleblower.
What elements of video game playing did you notice in the show?
WATCH a video about how video game design can influence immersive theatre here:
youtu.be/Mq9aGS9p_hg
READ what a company in India is doing with moving in the reverse direction – making video
games more like theatre:
thetheatretimes.com/video-games-extensions-of-theater/
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AFTER THE SHOW
FILM AND LIVE PERFORMANCE
For most of the audience Whistleblower is one part live performance, one part film. As you’ve seen, an
unsuspecting audience member plays the main character in a movie. The cast of the show work to support them
in making decisions to find a satisfying story for the rest of the audience. In this way, no show is the same.
This is technology and live performance working together. The Last Great Hunt have been experimenting with this
mash up of form for a while, with their shows Falling Through Clouds, Lé Nør and Bad Baby Jean.

WATCH behind the scenes from the making of Bad Baby Jean (a live show made
specifically for the internet) here:
youtu.be/wKjBB2fS40I
DISCUSS with a friend what drew your attention when watching Whistleblower? Did you
watch the screen or the live action? Did you change back and forth? What pulled your
attention from one to the other?
WATCH Whistleblower composer Rachel Claudio discuss how music influences emotion
for audiences here:
youtu.be/q5yxIzs5Wug
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REFLECTING ON LIVE PERFORMANCE
There are many different ways to write a review, as reviews express an individual’s thoughts and
feelings about a show.
Reviews should reflect how you felt about a show, not what you think you should have felt.
Here’s a link to a handy template for you to WRITE a review of Whistleblower:
perthfestival.com.au/media/lz3hwgdz/cl-resources-reviewing-live-performance-instructions-doc_20210111.pdf
You don’t have to be published in a newspaper to write a review. In the digital age, the act of reviewing has changed
immensely. You can blog, Tweet, TikTok, Instagram, run a Facebook page … it has enabled platforms for a broad range
of voices to participate in the reviewing process that previously would not have been heard.

WRITE Have a go at writing a 140-character Twitter review of Whistleblower

FILM a short 60-second review of Whistleblower. Consider using the ‘three stars and a wish’
format to keep it brief: three things you thought were amazing and one thing you wish had
happened.
Upload your review to social media if you like and don’t forget to tag #perthfest if you do!
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CURRICULUM LINKS
SUBJECT AREA
Drama

YEAR LEVEL

CONNECTIONS

Year 11 & 12

Presentational and contemporary theatre (particularly Unit 4), including the
development of new/experimental approaches in the selection of dramatic
forms and styles to create dramatic meaning for audiences and contexts by
manipulating and controlling the elements of drama, directing and design
processes
Dramaturgical processes related to contemporary and devised drama including
structuring drama for character journey
Ways that drama and audiences can interact flexibly for difference
performance spaces
The collaboration of director and scenographer with the actors, dramaturg and
designers in contemporary and devised drama

Media

Year 11 & 12

Media art (particularly Unit 3), including media trends; and experimenting and
manipulating genres, styles and conventions

This Creative Learning Resource was prepared by Libby Klysz
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